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at 8:30 P.M. on July 31'of the telegram that Paleologue
sent via Bergen at 10:43 A. M.75
If Renouvin and Poincare are correct, then Paleologue's
telegram had deceived his Government. Who was the guilty
author of the deceit? Did Sazonov mislead Paleologue,
who innocently passed on the misinformation to Paris?
Or did Paleologue know the truth from Sazonov or others,
and conceal from Paris the plain fact that the order for
general mobilization had been sent out over the wires three
hours before he sent his own ambiguous message that Rus-
sia "was resolved to proceed secretly with the preliminary
measures of general mobilization"? One cannot say with
certainty. M, Renouvin makes Sazonov the author of the
deceit. But one of Buchanan's telegrams leads one to think
that it may have been Paleologue—that again the French
Ambassador knew important information which he con-
cealed from his Government. Buchanan apparently tele-
graphed on July 30 at 6:40 P.M, correctly and unambigu-
ously: "It has been decided to issue orders for general
mobilization." T0 Since Buchanan and Paleologue were in
such close and constant touch with each other, is it not
highly probable that Paleologue knew as well as Buchanan
soon after 6:00 P.M. on July 30 that general mobilization
had been decided upon? And if so, he should have sent
a clear and unambiguous message to that effect, instead
of one which misled his Government at Paris, Paleo-
logue's role during the July crisis is one of the questions
which most needs clearing up through complete and satis-
factory edition of the French documents.
Thus it is not the Lokd-Anzeiger "extra," nor the
Kaiser's telegram, nor Austrian mobilization which can ex-
plain or excuse the Russian general mobilization. What
76 Gj. Renouvin, p. 190, note 3: "Tho French Government did not
interpret M. Pal Cologne's message as tho announcement of general mobili-
zation;" and Pomcar6, IV, 403 f., 408, 452 ff.
7&B.D., 347, and explanatory note*

